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Abstract

In forensic investigations, the relationship between the criminal, 
the victim, and the crime scene can be firmly established through 
the detection of latent finger marks. Fingerprints are avital and 
unique identity of a person. These are impressions left by the fric-
tion ridges of a human finger on contact with any surface. Many 
unique characteristics in the human body like a fingerprint, DNA, 
palm prints, iris patterns, voices, etc. So, Fingerprint is a unique 
characteristic of the human body, and every human’s different fin-
gerprints between identical twins. As we know friction ridges de-
velop in a 3-4 month of gestation duration time. Mayer, a German 
doctor, and anatomist were the first to write that friction ridge skin 
is unique. The fingerprint is the most important evidence at the 
Crime scene and identification of the criminal. Fingerprint identi-
fication is a method of identification using the impression formed 
by the minute ridges seen on the fingertips. Fingerprint has certain 
individual characteristics that are unique. Latent fingerprints are 
most generally seen prints from the crime scene. Such prints are 
obtained when natural oils and perspiration existing between the 
fingertip ridges are transferred to a surface by any contact. Latent 
prints are invisible and are much harder to detect and preserve. In 
this research paper, a new method for the development of Latent 
fingerprints is used that’s brick powder. The brick powder is used in 
various Porous and Non-porous surfaces like plastic glass, ordinary 
mirror, matchbox, painted wall, writable CD, wooden substrate, 
currency note, door handle, floor surface, book cover, sunglasses, 
and mobile glass card for development of latent fingerprint impres-
sion. 

Introduction

Based on Locard's exchange principle as “Every contact 
leaves traces” the latent fingerprint is the most encountered 
print from the crime scene. Which is unconsciously left by 
the criminal at any surface in the crime scene? The process of 
enhancement is necessary for the latent fingerprint to be ob-
served by the naked eye. The Palmer surface of the hand and 
feet are covered by a layer of folded skin. Which ensure various 
activities. The raised surface is known as a papillary which is 
also called a friction ridges [1-4]. The reproduction of the pat-
tern of the friction ridges on the distal phalanges of the finger 
and thumb are called as a fingerprint. We know all, Unique 

characteristics in our human body like DNA, fingerprint, voice, 
iris, etc. The most important thing is fingerprint is unique. In 
the criminal justice system, fingerprint evidence is primary evi-
dence at the crime scene. The fingerprint features like unique, 
permanent, universal, classifiable. Fingerprints of twins are also 
different. Fingerprint can be used in personal identification sys-
tem, the idea was first proposed in 1858 by the District Magis-
trate of Hooghly District of Bengal, Sir William Herschel. Later, 
Dr Henry Fades gave the idea that criminals could be discovered 
from latent prints found at the crime scene and came to the 
conclusion that two fingerprints cannot be the same. Finger-
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print examination has been the keystone of forensic examina-
tion for over 100 years. Three main types of fingerprint present 
at the Crime scene First is visible or patent, second is invisible 
or latent, third is plastic or 3D fingerprint [5]. The crime scene 
investigators often follow a two-stage process when searching 
for fingerprint at the crime scene. First stage, they look for a 
patent or visible and plastic or 3D print since they are visible or 
not, often times a flashlight is used during this time. The second 
stage involves a blind search for Latent prints. The Latent prints 
impression recovery at any crime scene is one of the most chal-
lenging parts of Forensic science because that latent or invis-
ible physical evidence can often give evidence of appreciation 
related to the reconstruction of the scene [6-8]. Nowadays in 
our India, every forensic science expert used chemical, physi-
cal and instrumental method for the detection of Latent finger-
print impression. Basically, in this paper, we introduced a new 
method for easily detect the latent fingerprint impression at the 
crime scene. For the decipherment of such finger impression 
the traditional fingerprinting detection techniques for treating 
latent print is powdering method Which has been used since 
1900s. Which is based on powder adhesion? Various fingerprint 
powder formulation have been reported for the department of 
latent fingerprint. Which may not always effective and having 
some limitation [9]. 

Material and Method

In the present study, the latent or invisible fingerprint im-
pression 12 Samples are collected and developed to the various 
porous and non-porous surfaces i.e., a plastic glass, ordinary 
mirror, matchbox, painted walls, writable CD wooden, subtracts, 
currency note, door handle floor surface, book cover, sunglass-
es, mobile glass card. The following surfaces developed by the 
brick powder. The method used for the development of latent 
or invisible fingerprint is powder dusting method [10-15]. It is 
a physical method for enhancement of latent fingerprint. This 
method is mainly based on the adherence of fine fingerprint 
powder particle on the traces of sweat, oil and other natural se-
cretion of skin which is released through ridge pores of skin and 
forms a mirror image of ridge pattern. After that the method is 
applied firstly the suspected area is located then the fingerprint 
powder is sprinkled over the suspected area and the powders 
attached to the oils and other constituents of the sweat left in 
a fingerprint. So based on the principal [16-21], the brick pow-
ders have very fine particles to put on crime scene or suspected 
area and used camel hair brush develop the invisible or latent 
fingerprint sample. After developed the fingerprint impression 
Forensic photography was taken and lift the cellophane tape 
and put on the various contrast area and fingerprint pattern is 
clearly seen also which type of print is there, it’s clearly identi-
fied and preserved the using powder sample. The fine particles 
of the powder adhere the print, hence the ridge characteristics 
are clearly visible. 

Result and Discussion

The result of the current study showed the development of 
latent or invisible fingerprint on various non-porous surface by 
the brick powder by using this powder or questioned surface it 
provide better result on both dark and light color non-porous 
surface due to the colour contrast of the powder [22-25]. The 
visualization of latent finger impression on the surface of plas-
tic glass, ordinary mirror, matchbox, painted walls, writable CD 
wooden, subtracts, currency note, door handle floor surface, 
book cover, sunglasses, mobile glass card is successfully done 
which the pictorial result shown from (Figure 1 to Figure 12). 

Thus, this result produce by following oldest powder dusting 
method with fine particles of this powder provide good adher-
ence on latent residue of latent impression that present in the 
form of natural human perspiration and deposited on to the 
questioned surface. Due to the adherence of particle it provides 
clear visibility of fingerprint impressions. Which lead prominent 
factor in terms of fingerprint identification at a criminal offense. 
The developed result shows the clear visibility of ridges pattern. 
These result advices that this brick powder is to be successfully 
employed as a new powder method on various non-porous 
surface for the enhancement of the latent finger prints except 
wet non-porous surface [26-28]. This investigation is done with 
identification and examination of this powder on different sur-
faces which shows clear visualization of latent fingerprints and 
Ridge characteristic. It is also observed that after development 
of latent finger impression on various non-porous surface it is 
also clearly visible up to 2-3 days. Even it does not fade until 
and unless without any destruction onto the surface it provide 
a positive impact. In case of secondary collection of Finger im-
pression through photography. 

Figure 1: Developmental of latent fingerprint with help of brick 
powder on porous serface currency note.

Figure 2: Development of latent fingerprint with help of brick pow-
der non porous ordinary mirror.
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Figure 3: Development of latent fingerprint with help of brick pow-
der on one porous serface write table CD. powder non porous or-
dinary mirror.

Figure 4: Development of latent fingerprint with help of brick pow-
der on none porous floor surface.

Figure 5: Development of latent fingerprint with help of brick pow-
der on none porous mobile glass card.

Figure 6: Development of latent fingerprint with help of brick pow-
der on porous painted wall.

Figure 7: Development latent fingerprint with the help of the brick 
powder on porous match box.

Figure 8: Development latent fingerprint with the help of the brick 
powder on non porous sun glasses.
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Figure 9: Development latent fingerprint with the help of the brick 
powder on porous serface currency note.

Figure 10: Development latent fingerprint with the help of the brick 
powder on non porous door Handle.

Figure 11: Development latent fingerprint with the help of the brick 
powder on non porous wooden substract.

Figure 12: Development latent fingerprint with the help of the brick 
powder on porous book cover.

Conclusion

The current study of the Research paper, any bricks are eas-
ily available at any places like home, school, college, office etc. 
In this process nothing coming is high cost. In many cases fo-
rensic expert doesn’t have latent fingerprint development pow-
der when they are reached at the crime scene so burnt paper 
powder can be used to develop latent fingerprint and solving 
a major crime scene. There are various fingerprints powder is 
available which is chemically formulated that is expensive and 
leads potential harm to health. This newly introduced powder 
is also overcome with it. In last, this kind of brick paper pow-
der easily visualization latent fingerprint impressions at the any 
scene of a crime.
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